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- PART 1 INTRODUCTION
1 – 1.

SUBJECT OF THE REPORT

1 – 1.1.

This report presents the results of a Land Stability Risk Assessment for the

proposed extension to Linhay Quarry near Ashburton, Devon. It was prepared on behalf of E. and
J.W. Glendinning Ltd in accordance with the Land Stability Planning Practice Guidance1, published
by the Department for Communities and Local Government. The site location is indicated in Figure
1.

The proposed development is illustrated in drawings LINHAY-ATK-S0-Z-PL-0000 to 6000,

prepared by Atkins.
1 – 1.2.

The purpose of this report is to :

x

Present a desk-based review of geological information relevant to the application site;

x

Use that information to identify and assess the risks to the proposed development from land
stability issues;

x

Set out appropriate mitigation measures to address the land stability issues affecting the
site, including any necessary remedial works and/or further investigation required.

1 – 2.

BASIS OF THE REPORT

1 – 2.1.

This report is based on a desk study review of the following :-

x

geotechnical reports relating to Linhay Quarry

x

historical maps and aerial photographs

x

geological maps, memoirs and papers

x

geophysical surveys of the development area and the area immediately to the
northeast

1

http://planningguidance.communities.gov.uk/blog/guidance/land-stability/land-stability-guidance/
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x

site investigation reports relating to the A38 slip road at Goodstone,
approximately 1km northeast of the existing quarry

The documentary sources are listed in Appendix 1.
1 – 2.2.

In addition to the desk top review a walk-over inspection of the site was undertaken

in April 2016.
1 – 3.

PRESENTATION OF THE REPORT

1 – 3.1.

Following this introduction, the site and its historical development are described in

Part 2. This is following in Part 3 by a description of the potential land stability issues and an
assessment of the risks to the development.

Recommendations for mitigation and further

investigations are given in Part 4.
1 – 4.

LIMITATIONS

1 – 4.1.

This report is based on a review of archive documents, the results of geophysical

surveys and a walk over inspection of the site. Much of the information relating to Linhay Quarry
relates to geotechnical aspects of the bedrock within the quarry itself; only limited information is
available relating to the nature of the soils, bedrock and groundwater within the proposed
extension area and beyond.

Whilst every effort has been made to accurately interpret the

available documentary information, it is possible that the ground conditions presented within the
site might vary from what has been described in this report. Further investigation, in particular with
regard to the groundwater regime, should be undertaken, as recommended in Part 4 of this report.
1 – 4.2.

This report is concerned with risks associated with potential land stability hazards.

Assessments of the stability of excavation faces and tip slopes and the risks or impacts on
groundwater supplies are presented in other reports and are outwith the scope of this report.
1 – 4.3.

This report relates specifically to the above named site and must not be used for

adjacent or nearby sites. It has been prepared for E. and J.W. Glendinning Limited and the
information contained in this report is confidential and must not be further distributed without the
prior permission of Frederick Sherrell Limited.
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- PART 2 THE SITE
2 - 1.

TOPOGRAPHICAL SETTING

2 – 1.1.

Linhay Quarry is located approximately 1km northeast of Ashburton, as shown in

Figure 1. The quarry site occupies the south-eastern flank of a small stream valley (Balland
Stream) that flows towards the south-south-west. The A38 Plymouth to Exeter road runs close to
the south-east edge of the quarry excavation.

The existing quarry excavation measures

approximately 800m from north-east to south-west and approximately 500m from north-west to
south-east. At the time of writing the quarry floor was approximately 55m below original ground
level, at a level of approximately 69m above Ordnance Datum (AOD),. The main overburden tip is
located to the north-west of the quarry excavation. The tip is approximately 500m long, 200m wide
and up to 23m high.
2 – 1.2.

The proposed quarry development area measures approximately 800m x 600m in

total and extends parallel with the A38 dual carriageway almost to the hamlet of Caton. The
proposed extension to the excavation will measure approximately 500m x 500m (see Figure 2).
Within the site area the ground slopes very gently towards the southeast (ie towards the A38) at
between 2 and 6 degrees to the horizontal (see Photograph 1). The development area is currently
agricultural pasture.

Ground level varies between 115m AOD at the southern edge of the

proposed extension (next to the A38) and 149m AOD in the northeast corner.
2 – 1.3.

To the north of the quarry and the proposed development area the ground rises

relatively steeply to an east-west trending ridge (Ashburton Down), as shown in Photograph 2.
South-east of the A38 the ground falls gently towards the Kestor Brook.
2 – 2.

GEOLOGICAL SETTING

2 – 2.1.

The published geological map of the area (Sheet 338, Dartmoor Forest) indicates

the presence within the quarry of the Chercombe Bridge Limestone Formation of Middle Devonian
age. The map indicates that, along its northwestern edge, the limestone is thrust over slates of the
Kate Brook Slate Formation (Upper Devonian age). The thrust fault trends north-east – south______________________________________________________________________________
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west, close to the north-western edge of the proposed development area and is exposed in the
northwestern side of the existing quarry excavation, close to the quarry pond (see Figure 2). To
the north of the site the Kate Brook Slate Formation is overlain by slate bedrock of the Crackington
Formation and cherts of the Mount Ararat Chert Formation (both of Carboniferous age) that form
the prominent east-west ridge.

The southeastern edge of the Chercombe Bridge Limestone

outcrop is located on the south side of the A38 where igneous tuff and agglomerate bedrock is
thrust over the limestone.
2 – 2.2.

Limestone is soluble in slightly acidic water (rainwater).

Over geological time

rainwater infiltrates natural fractures and gradually dissolves the rock, forming open fissure
systems, caves and pipes, thereby greatly enhancing the secondary permeability of the rock mass.
The process results in the formation of what is known as “karst” topography with prominent
pinnacles of rock separated by open fissures and large voids or caves at depth. In Devon the karst
topography is generally buried from view due to infilling of fissures, although open voids and caves
are also present in places, such as Pridhamsleigh Cavern 4km south-west of the site which
contains a flooded cave over 30m deep. As a result of this buried karst topography the depth to
rockhead can vary dramatically over short distances, as was revealed during excavations for the
dualling of the A38 at Caton Cross (just to the east of the proposed quarry extension area) during
the early 1970s (Fookes and Hawkins, 1988). Where infilled fissures connect with voids at depth,
migration of soil into the void (due to water percolation) can result in subsidence at the surface and
the formation of sinkholes.
2 – 2.3.

Grey crystalline limestone bedrock is exposed in the existing excavation at Linhay

Quarry. Geological mapping of the rockfaces in the quarry revealed that the limestone is typically
strong to very strong with medium to widely spaced bedding planes that dip towards the south-east
at angles typically in the range 22 – 50o to the horizontal. The bedrock is also dissected by a
number of wide to very widely spaced natural fractures or joints oriented as follows :
Set

Strike Orientation

Dip

Dip Direction

115

o

J2

090

o

J3

000o

28-50o

West

J4

010o

74-80o

West

J5

034o

56o

North-west

J1

75-90

o

North-east

30-50

o

North
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2 – 2.4.

Within the quarry excavation there is evidence of solution weathering at a number of

locations, as described below :

x

in the south-east corner of the quarry the depth of soil overburden increases from less than
1m to approximately 10m below ground level indicating a broad depression in the rockhead
over 100m in diameter (see Photograph 3).

x

within the south-east side of the quarry a large number of sub-vertical fissures are visible in
the final faces (see Photographs 4 - 6). The fissures are generally infilled with brown
gravelly silty clay and vary in width from 0.4 – 8.0m. They vary in persistence vertically
from 1m to over 15m and are typically oriented westnorthwest – eastsoutheast and north –
south (ie parallel with joint sets J1 and J3).

x

within the lowest level of excavation (ie below the 80m AOD level) similar solution features
have occasionally been recorded in the south-east working faces (see Photograph 7)

2 – 2.5.

Fissures within the existing quarry are mainly concentrated in the upper levels of the

south-eastern side; at deeper levels solution features are less common. There is little evidence of
large voids or caves within the lower levels of the excavation. Deep boreholes sunk within the
south-eastern part of the quarry in 1986 identified evidence of solution features and small voids in
the top 30m (ie above +90m AOD) but below this depth the limestone was described as
unweathered with tight or healed joints and no obvious solution features2.
2 – 2.6.

Geophysical surveys and probe drilling have also recorded limestone bedrock within

the proposed development area beneath a cover of gravelly clayey overburden soil that varies in
thickness from less than 1m (measured below ground level) in the south-east part of the
development area, to in excess of 10m further to the north-east. The investigations also recorded
local highs and lows in the rockhead that may indicate pinnacles and depressions within the
rockhead characteristic of a buried karst topography.

Trial pit investigations in the proposed

3

development area in 2015 identified mainly stiff brown gravelly clay overburden soil with cobbles
and boulders of limestone extending to in excess of 3.8m depth in the majority of pits, although

2

Engineering Geology Report 386/UK/0686 : Report on the Rock Slope Stability of Existing and Proposed Workings at
Linhay Hill Quarry, Ashburton, Devon. March 1987.
3
Frederick Sherrell Limited Report 1964/1 : Proposed Extension to Linhay Quarry. 1st September 2015.
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limestone bedrock was encountered at 0.3m depth in Trial Pit TP04, located adjacent to the A38
approximately 300m south-west of Caton Cross.
2 – 2.7.

Just to the east of Caton several small sinkholes up to 3m deep appeared within the

A38 slip road embankment and in the adjacent field in early 2014.

Subsequent borehole

investigations 4 in this area identified limestone bedrock at less than 3m depth towards the
southwest, increasing dramatically to in excess of 45m depth at approximately 280m north-east of
Caton Cross. Voids were recorded within the limestone bedrock at some levels. The results
appear to indicate the existence of a substantial depression or topographic low within the limestone
rockhead in this area.
2 – 2.8.

Localised outcrops of shaly mudstone bedrock are visible in the quarry face to the

north-west of the quarry pond, and also to the north of the workshop, as indicated in Figure 2. Trial
Pits TP10 and TP11, excavated to the north-east of Lower Waye in 2015, revealed clayey angular
slate gravel below 3m depth, suggesting the presence of slate bedrock at depth.
2–3

HYDROGEOLOGICAL SETTING

2 – 3.1.

The site lies mainly within the catchment of the Kestor Brook and the Caton Stream.

(The Caton Stream appears to flow underground beneath the A38 to re-emerge in springs at
Goodstone.) To the west of Linhay Quarry the Balland Stream flows southwestwards towards
Ashburton.
2 – 3.2.

Several springs emerge from the hillside to the north of the proposed development

area, as indicated in Figures 2 and 3. The springs feed a number of small ponds to the north and
west of Alston Farm and also provide the source for the Caton Stream and a seasonal watercourse
that flows southwards towards the A38 from near Alston Farm; much of the flow in this latter
watercourse appears to flow into a sinkhole located approximately 150m south-east of Alston
Farm.
2 – 3.3.

Spring seepages are also visible at specific points in the upper levels of the south-

east and north-east sides of the existing quarry excavation, as indicated in Figure 2. Water within

4

Geotechnics Reports PE141124, PE151205 and PE151258 : A38 Goodstone Sinkhole. July 2014 – December 2015.
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the quarry excavation is pumped to a large pond near the south-west corner of the quarry; water
level within the pond is approximately 82m AOD.
2 – 3.4.

Groundwater level information is sparse.

Boreholes sunk near the south-east

corner of the existing quarry in 1986 (prior to extension of the quarry into that area) recorded
groundwater at 10.5 – 22.25m below ground level (90.8 – 108.5m AOD). More recently, the
boreholes sunk to the east of Caton recorded groundwater at varying depths ranging from 8.5m to
in excess of 45.5m below ground level (<80.0 – 118.25m AOD).
2 – 3.5.

The available information suggests a complex groundwater regime beneath the site.

Within the limestone outcrop the permeability of the rock material is low and groundwater flow is
primarily along bedding planes, joints and fractures; however the presence of infilled fissures and
deep, infilled depressions within the rockhead results in elevated groundwater levels and perched
groundwater locally. Groundwater beneath the site area appears to be mainly recharged by :
i.

spring flow from the relatively impermeable slates in the lower slopes of Ashburton Down to
the north,

ii.

infiltration from Caton Stream to the east

iii.

infiltration from Balland Stream to the west

Surface water and rain water permeates down through the more permeable limestone strata before
emerging in springs near Goodstone, close to the southern boundary of the limestone outcrop, or
within the base and sides of the existing quarry excavation. The level of the springs at Goodstone
is approximately 100m AOD, similar to the water level in the Balland Stream directly to the west of
the quarry. It is likely that, notwithstanding the complexities mentioned above, this level represents
the approximate current level of the groundwater table beneath the proposed development area.
Beneath the proposed extension area groundwater flow within the limestone bedrock is likely to be
primarily southwards and westwards along bedding planes and joints towards the Kestor Brook
and the existing quarry excavation; much of this flow is likely to occur along specific fissures or
conduits, as evident from the spring flow on the northeast side of the quarry. Consequently the
“cone of drawdown” associated with the existing quarry excavation is likely to be fairly steep,
especially in the north-west and south-east directions (perpendicular to the strike of bedding
planes).

______________________________________________________________________________
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2–4

HISTORICAL SETTING

2 – 4.1.

Quarrying at Linhay dates back several centuries. Old Ordnance Survey maps from

the late 19th and early 20th Centuries show several small quarries within the area of the current
excavation. Quarrying at the site expanded in the second half of the 20th Century with the older
quarries assimilated into the current excavation area.
2 – 4.2.

Historical Ordnance Survey maps of the area indicate that the proposed

development area has been in agricultural use for the past 130 years at least. The A38 along the
south-east side of the site was dualled in the early 1970s.
2 – 5.

RESULTS OF THE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

2 – 5.1.

Geophysical resistivity and conductivity surveys of the proposed development area

and the area further to the east around Caton have been carried out by Bentham Geoconsulting
and the results presented in their reports nos. BGC665a and BGC779a. Similar surveys have also
been carried out by Subsurface Geotechnical in the area of sinkholes adjacent to the slip road off
the A38 (report nos. 607, 617 and 623). The surveys were correlated with the results of probe
drilling in the quarry extension area and at the slip road, confirming that where high resistivity or
low conductivity values are recorded the depth of soil cover is likely to be shallow, whilst low
resistivity or high conductivity values indicate a greater thickness of soil cover.
2 – 5.2.

The geophysical surveys indicated broad variations in the depth to rockhead across

the site with a zone of low conductivity/shallow rockhead extending eastwards from the north-east
corner of the quarry towards Caton village, as indicated in Figure 3. Higher conductivity values,
indicative of considerable thickness of soil, were recorded to the south and east of Alston Farm
and to the north-east of the sinkholes recorded adjacent to the A38 slip road. In addition to these
broad trends, local anomalies of high conductivity were recorded at a number of locations,
indicating possible solution features or depressions in the rockhead.

______________________________________________________________________________
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2 – 6.

RESULTS OF THE SITE INSPECTION

2 – 6.1.

The walkover inspection identified the presence of several small sinkhole features in

the fields to the south-east of Alston Farm :
i.

approximately 200m south-east of the farmhouse are three circular depressions
approximately 2m in diameter and 0.2 – 0.3m deep (one has recently been infilled), as
shown in Photograph 8. The depressions are aligned roughly north – south and are spaced
3 – 7m apart.

ii.

approximately 5m to the west of the three depressions there is a suspected sinkhole
approximately 3m in diameter at the field boundary. Water issuing from springs to the north
of Alston Farm flows southwards along a ditch and into the sinkhole, forming a small pond
at the surface (see Photograph 9). South of the sinkhole a ditch continues along the field
boundaries towards the A38; at the time of our inspection the ditch was dry, although we
understand that water flows along the ditch at certain times of the year.

iii.

approximately 350m south-east of Alston Farm there is a circular depression 2m in
diameter and 0.3m deep located near the centre of a field (see Photograph 10).

The locations of the sinkhole features are indicated on Figures 2 and 3. The sinkholes do not
appear to coincide with particular geophysical anomalies, although they are all located within an
area of moderately high conductivity/deep rockhead.

We understand from the farmer that

sinkholes occur regularly within the fields at Alston (sometimes 2 or 3 in a year) and can be up to
2m deep.
2 – 6.2.

Within the road to the north of Caton there is a subsidence feature approximately

2.8m x 1.1m in plan and 0.4m deep. This feature might possibly represent evidence of a sinkhole,
although it is more likely to be due to collapse of an underground drain and subsequent erosion.
2 – 6.3.

The sinkholes recorded to the east of Caton village had been infilled at the time of

our inspection and the field ploughed. A sinkhole is also shown on old Ordnance Survey maps,
located next to Caton Farm, although inspection of this feature was not possible during our visit.

______________________________________________________________________________
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2 – 6.4.

The fields within the site area slope gently towards the south-east at 2 – 6o. Some

gentle undulations and slight depressions are visible in places although no obvious surface
depressions were recorded at the locations of the anomalies identified in the geophysical reports.
2 – 6.5.

In the steep wooded slopes to the north of the site several springs emerge from the

slate bedrock, forming a marshy, very boggy area near the toe of the slope. North of Alston Farm
a major spring emerges from what appears to be an old mine adit or tunnel within the hillside (see
Photograph 11).

______________________________________________________________________________
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- PART 3 RISK ASSESSMENT
3 - 1.

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

3 – 1.1.

The proposed development is illustrated in drawings LINHAY-ATK-S0-Z-PL-0000 to

6000, prepared by Atkins, and includes the following elements :
i.

extension of the existing quarry excavation to the north-east by approximately 500m

ii.

deepening of the excavation to 0m AOD (approximately 130m deep)

iii.

construction of landscaping bunds and waste tips to the north-west, north-east and southeast of the extension area

Once quarrying is completed it is intended to flood the quarry void and restore the benches and
bunds for amenity use.
3 – 1.2.

The proposed extension of the quarry could, in theory, be affected by land stability

problems. In order to assess the risks to the development and surrounding area it is necessary to
consider
i.

the potential hazards and their likelihood of occurring,

ii.

the potential receptors and the consequences of the hazard

The degree of risk has been assessed using a simple generic matrix relating hazard likelihood and
consequence, as shown in Tables 1.and 2 The potential land stability hazards are described in
part 3 – 2 below, whilst in part 3 – 3 the potential receptors are identified and the assessed risks
from the stability hazards summarised.
3 – 2.

POTENTIAL HAZARDS

3 – 2.1.

Mining

3 – 2.1.1.

A review of historical mining records indicates that underground mining for tin,

copper and arsenic was carried out at Owlacombe and Stormsdown on the north side of Ashburton
______________________________________________________________________________
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Down, approximately 1 km north-east of the site. The mines worked east – west trending mineral
lodes within the vicinity of Owlacombe Farm and were closed in 1913.
3 – 2.1.2.

To the south-west of Linhay Quarry the limestone is in contact with igneous basalt

bedrock. Where the limestone contains significant concentrations of magnesium, decomposition of
the limestone has occurred at the contact, resulting in the formation of irregular deposits of soft
dark brown clayey umber. Deposits of umber were worked approximately 1 km to the south-west
of the existing quarry during the 19th and early 20th Centuries.
3 – 2.1.3.

An unrecorded adit or tunnel entrance is located within the woods to the north of the

site but its purpose is not known. It may possibly have served as a drainage adit for underground
mine workings at Shortsdown on the north side of Ashburton Down.
3 – 2.1.4.

There is no record of any underground mining within the site area and it is unlikely

that the proposed development will be affected by ground instability relating to mining.
3 – 2.2.

Sinkholes

3 – 2.2.1.

Sinkhole formation is a significant hazard in areas underlain by limestone.

As

mentioned in paragraph 2 – 2.2. dissolution of limestone results in the formation of open fissures
and voids. Where these fissures are partially infilled and buried beneath a significant soil cover
there is the potential for migration of voids and subsidence of soil into fissures leading to the
development of sinkholes at the surface.

Waltham and Fookes (2003) identified 6 types of

sinkhole :
i.

Dropout : collapse of cohesive soil over void within bedrock (the most common type)

ii.

Suffosion : progressive slumping of granular soil over void within bedrock

iii.

Collapse : failure of bedrock above cave

iv.

Caprock : stoping collapse of bedrock due to migration of void in underlying limestone

v.

Solution : slow dissolution of bedrock at rockhead leading to gradual subsidence of
overlying soils.

vi.

Buried : compaction of loose soil above a buried depression in the bedrock

The different sinkhole types are illustrated in Figure 4.
______________________________________________________________________________
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3 – 2.2.2.

Within the site area small dropout sinkholes are believed to develop where the

clayey overburden soils collapse above fissures and voids within the underlying limestone bedrock.
Collapse can be progressive or sudden, and results in the formation of bell-shaped depressions.
Sinkhole collapse is almost entirely driven by water movement and changes in drainage, either
through :

x

increases in infiltration of surface water, in particular the creation of new discharge or
infiltration points that can cause washing out of soil within fissures, or

x

drawdown of the water table in response to excavation or extraction, resulting in washing
out of infilled fissures.

3 – 2.2.3.

The development of suffusion sinkholes within the site area is considered unlikely

due to the clayey nature of the overburden soils. Similarly the development of sinkholes via the
other four mechanisms described above is considered unlikely within the site area.
3 – 2.2.4.

`Within the existing quarry excavation infilled solution fissures are visible at a

number of locations on the south-east side, although their frequency reduces significantly in the
lower levels of the excavation. There is little evidence of significant voids or caves within the
existing excavation. The water table adjacent to the quarry has already been drawn down well
below rockhead, however there are no records of the adjacent A38 having been affected by
subsidence as a result of quarry deepening.
3 – 2.2.5.

The proposed extension and deepening of Linhay Quarry will result in further

drawdown of the groundwater table within the limestone bedrock and could, therefore, possibly
lead to an increase in sinkhole development. The size of and likelihood of sinkholes occurring will
depend on a number of factors including :
i.

thickness of soil cover,

ii.

the existence of infilled fissures and connected voids within the limestone,

iii.

the extent of groundwater drawdown, and

iv.

location in relation to groundwater flow direction.
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Changes in surface water drainage could also result in sinkhole activity and it will be important to
ensure that the existing surface water courses and aquifer recharge points are maintained as far
as possible in order to avoid creating new discharges into the ground.

3 – 3.

POTENTIAL RECEPTORS AND RISKS

3 – 3.1.

The development of new sinkholes in response to the proposed quarry development

would pose a physical risk to the following receptors :

x

Properties within the vicinity of the existing quarry and the proposed extension

x

Infrastructure (ie roads) within the vicinity of the existing quarry and the proposed extension

x

Fields to the east of the proposed extension area

x

Tips and bunds near the perimeter of the proposed extension area.

3 – 3.2.

A qualitative assessment of the risks to these receptors has been undertaken and

the results presented in Tables 1 and 2. The assessment summarises the risks associated with
possible sinkhole development in response to groundwater lowering as the quarry is deepened.
Similar risks will arise in relation to increases in surface water infiltration, although careful control of
surface water drainage will help to mitigate these risks, as summarised in part 4 of this report.
3 – 3.3.

The risk assessment has identified one location where the assessed risk of injury or

damage is High, namely Alston Farm and Cottage. At this location the available geophysical and
geotechnical data indicate significant thickness of soil overburden together with evidence of
previous sinkhole development in fields nearby; if significant fissures and voids are present within
the limestone bedrock beneath the farm then further lowering of the groundwater table could result
in an increase in downward flow and washout of fines leading to collapse of the overlying soils and
the formation of significant sinkholes, possibly resulting in significant damage to the property.
3 – 3.4.

Near the south-east corner of the existing quarry excavation geophysical surveys

and borehole investigations have identified approximately 10m thickness of soil overburden. In
theory groundwater lowering could, therefore, result in the development of sinkholes close to the
A38 at Alston Cross.

However, the existing quarry excavation has already resulted in the

drawdown of the water table below rockhead in this area without triggering sinkhole development
______________________________________________________________________________
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adjacent or underneath the A38, probably due to the absence of significant open voids or caves at
greater depths within the limestone in the quarry excavation. In our opinion further drawdown of
the water table in this area is therefore unlikely to trigger sinkhole formation beneath the A38.
3 – 3.5.

Where rockhead is relatively shallow, as in the area of Caton village, there will still

be the potential for washout of fissures, however the limited thickness of the overlying soils will
restrict the size of any sinkhole features that might develop, resulting in a lower assessed risk of
harm. Groundwater drawdown at Caton is also likely to be limited due to recharge from the Caton
Stream and springs to the north. In areas to the south of the A38 and the west of the existing
quarry the proposed development is likely to have a relatively small impact on the groundwater
table due to the geological structure and the effects of recharge from the Balland Stream and
surrounding hillsides, thus limiting the potential for sinkhole development in these areas.
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- PART 4 -

RECOMMENDATIONS

4 - 1.

MITIGATION MEASURES

4 – 1.1.

Existing surface water courses and aquifer recharge points (sinks) should be

maintained as far as possible. Where new surface water drains and detention basins are created
above the limestone bedrock and overlying soils they should be lined to prevent uncontrolled
infiltration and potential sinkhole formation.

Surface water discharge/aquifer recharge points

should be situated well away from existing infrastructure and buildings and should be located
where limestone rockhead is close to surface in order to minimise potential sinkhole development.

4 – 1.2.

Over 10m thickness of soil cover was identified in the south-east corner of the

existing quarry, giving rise to an assessed Moderate risk to the A38 in the vicinity of Alston Cross.
However the proposed development plans indicate that deepening of the quarry will leave a
promontory of undisturbed ground extending approximately 150m northwestwards from Alston
Cross. This will further reduce the likelihood of sinkhole development being triggered in this area.

4 – 1.3.

Prior to the extension of the quarry further investigation should be undertaken,

especially in areas of Moderate to High risk, as recommended in Table 1. The investigation will
provide additional information on the ground conditions and groundwater regime in the vicinity of
the proposed extension and will help to refine the risk assessment. The investigation should
include :

i.

sinking of cored and open hole boreholes in areas of greatest concern to confirm the nature
of the ground conditions and depth to bedrock, (in particular adjacent to Alston Farm and
Cottage)

ii.

installation of standpipes at several locations in order to confirm the existing groundwater
regime and allow future monitoring of groundwater levels in response to development of the
quarry.

______________________________________________________________________________
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4 – 1.4.

Monitoring of the ground surface in the vicinity of Moderate to High risk areas

should be carried out regularly.

Visual inspections to check for early signs of sinkhole

development should be carried out weekly with accurate aerial surveys undertaken annually.
Additional inspections and/or surveys may be necessary after periods of heavy rainfall and/or
evidence of significant groundwater lowering recorded in monitoring boreholes. If the monitoring
reveals signs of ground movement, then remedial action will probably be required. The nature of
any remedial work will depend on the extent of movement and its proximity to sensitive receptors,
but might include localised infilling or grouting.

4 – 1.5.

Daily inspections of the quarry excavations should be carried out, in accordance

with the quarry operating rules. If significant voids are encountered then specialist geotechnical
advice should be sought regarding any remedial measures necessary.
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TABLES 1 - 2

Estimated Hazard
Consequence Level
Very Severe
Severe

Serious

Buildings, Infrastructure, Property
and Vehicles

Human Health

Irreparable damage involving partial or
complete rebuilding. Severe damage to
services or infrastructure.
Major damage requiring extensive repair
work such as breaking out and replacing
sections of buildings and underpinning.
Disruption to service pipes.
Damage requiring repairs such as brickwork
replacement. Service pipes may fracture.

Multiple deaths or major
injuries

Easily repairable effects of damage to
buildings. Slight damage to services or
infrastructure.
Very slight damage such as can be easily
treated during normal decoration. No
significant damage to services or
infrastructure.

Minor
Very Minor

Qualitative Probability
Classification
Extremely Unlikely
Very Unlikely
Unlikely
Possible
Likely
Very Likely

Single death or major injury
such as loss of a limb or long
term disablement
Serious but non-life
threatening injury requiring
hospital attention
Minor injury such as cuts or
shock requiring medical
attention
Very minor injury, such as
minor cuts, bruises or minor
shock

Indicative Equivalent
Probability
1 in 10,000
1 in 1,000
1 in 100
1 in 3
1 in 2
1 in 1

RISK ASSESSMENT MATRIX

Estimated Hazard Consequence
Very
Minor

Minor

Serious

Severe

Very
Severe

Moderate

High

Very High

Very High

Very High

Moderate

Moderate

High

Very High

Very High

Low

Moderate

High

High

Very High

Unlikely

Very Low

Low

Low

Moderate

High

Very
Unlikely
Extremely
Unlikely

Very Low

Very Low

Very Low

Low

Moderate

Very Low

Very Low

Very Low

Very Low

Low

Very
Likely
Likely

Estimated
Possible
Hazard
Probability

Key

Risk Level
Very High
High
Moderate
Low
Very Low

Actions
Immediate/emergency action required
Urgent Action required including further investigation
and monitoring
Action required including monitoring and possibly
further investigation
Monitoring Required
No specific action required at this stage
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RECEPTOR

LIKELIHOOD OF SINKHOLE OCCURRENCE

CONSEQUENCE

ASSESSED RISK

Caton

Unlikely
Geophysical surveys indicate shallow depth to limestone bedrock. Old OS maps indicate existence of
sinks in the past but no evidence of recent sinkhole development. Groundwater recharge from Caton
Stream and springs to north will limit drawdown effect. Low probability of significant sinkholes
developing.

Severe

Moderate

Alston Farm and
Cottage

Possible
Geophysical surveys indicate significant depth of soil with potential for sinkhole development in response
to groundwater lowering. Several existing sinkholes have been identified in fields to the south-east of the
farm buildings.

Severe

High

Lower Waye Farm

Unlikely
Shallow depth to limestone bedrock – low probability of significant sinkholes developing.

Severe

Moderate

Goodstone (South of
A38)

Unlikely
Geological structure limits likely groundwater drawdown therefore limiting likely development of significant
sinkholes.

Severe

Moderate

Ashburton, west of the
quarry.

Unlikely
Properties are “downstream” of the quarry. Groundwater in this area is probably recharged from Balland
Stream and springs to north therefore groundwater drawdown will probably be limited.

Severe

Moderate

A38 dual carriageway

Unlikely
Geophysical surveys and borehole investigations indicate significant depth of soil near Alston Cross with
potential for sinkhole development in response to groundwater lowering. However, likelihood of
significant voiding at depth is assessed as low and groundwater is already lowered below rockhead with
no evidence of significant sinkhole development nearby.
Recently recorded sinkhole at Goodstone Cross is too far east to be affected by quarry extension.

Severe

Moderate

Caton Lane

Unlikely
Geophysical surveys indicate shallow depth to limestone bedrock. Groundwater recharge from Caton
Stream and springs to north will limit drawdown effect. Low probability of significant sinkholes
developing.

Serious

Low

New access to Alston
Farm

Possible
Geophysical surveys indicate significant depth of soil and potential likelihood of sinkhole development in
response to groundwater lowering.

Serious

High

New Waye Lane

Very Unlikely
Route is underlain by slate bedrock.

Serious

Very Low

Minor roads south of
A38.

Unlikely
Geological structure limits likely groundwater drawdown therefore limiting likely development of significant
sinkholes.

Serious

Low

Roads to west of quarry

Unlikely
Roads are “downstream” of the quarry. Groundwater in this area is probably recharged from Balland
Stream and springs to north therefore groundwater drawdown will probably be limited.

Severe

Moderate

Fields to east of proposed extension

Possible
Geophysical surveys indicate significant depth of soil locally and potential for sinkhole development in
response to groundwater lowering.

Minor

Moderate

Tips and bunds near perimeter of
proposed extension

Possible
Geophysical surveys indicate significant depth of soil locally and potential for sinkhole development in
response to groundwater lowering, possibly resulting in subsidence or slippage of tip material.

Minor

Moderate

Properties

Infrastructure
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PHOTOGRAPHS
1 – 11

Existing Quarry

Caravan Park

Alston Farm
Photograph 1. View south-east across proposed quarry extension area from Ashburton Down.
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Photograph 2. View north across northwestern part of extension area towards Ashburton Down.
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Approximate Rockhead

Photograph 3. View of south-east corner of existing quarry excavation showing increased
soil thickness in corner.

Photograph 4. Open solution fissure in south-east side of existing quarry excavation.
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Photograph 5. Infilled fissure in southeast side of existing quarry
excavation.

Photograph 6. Solution fissure in south-east side of existing
quarrry excavation.
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Photograph 7. Infilled solution fissure in base of quarry, September 2012, looking towards
south-east. (Base of excavation is approximately 69m AOD.)

Sinkhole
Features

Photograph 8. Shallow sinkhole features in field 200m south-east of Alston Farm
(note nearest feature has been filled in).
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Photograph 9. Stream sinkhole at field boundary to the southeast of Alston Farm.

Photograph 10. Shallow sinkhole feature in field 350m south-east of Alston Farm.
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Photograph 11. Adit (source of water supply to Alston Farm) in woods to the north of the
site.
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GENERAL NOTES

GENERAL NOTES

1.

This report has been prepared for the exclusive use of the client named in the
document. Copyright remains with Frederick Sherrell Limited.

2.

This report, and interpretation or opinion has been prepared for the specific purpose
stated in the document, and in respect of specific development proposals made
available to Frederick Sherrell Limited by the client. This report should not be used
for other schemes or adjacent sites without further reference to Frederick Sherrell
Limited.

3.

This report is based on ground conditions encountered in the exploratory holes
and/or exposed to view at the site, together with the results of insitu and laboratory
testing, as appropriate for the proposed development.

There may be specific

conditions hidden beneath the ground between exploratory hole locations or between
existing exposures, which have not been taken into account in the report.

4.

Opinions on the possible arrangement of strata between and beyond the locations of
exploratory hole locations or existing exposures are for guidance only, and are
subject to risk of undiscovered variations in the ground. Supplementary investigation
should be implemented where accurate interpolation or extrapolation is critical.

5.

Methods of construction and/or design proposals other than those discussed in the
report should be assessed in respect of the available data, and supplementary
investigation carried out if necessary.

6.

Groundwater conditions recorded during the investigation may be affected by the
method and speed of boring, drilling or excavation, and they may vary due to
seasonal, tidal or other influences.
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